Medora GridBee AP500 Mixer/Aerator

Aerate AND Mix Your Lift Stations!

✓ **Proven**: Medora has been making mixers for wet wells and other applications for almost 30 years. They are the mixing experts.
✓ **Greatest Value**: These mixers are a very inexpensive way to improve FOG conditions at your lift station. Costs such as labor and cleaning chemicals, for routine maintenance of your lift station, are reduced.
✓ **Reduce Maintenance**: Mixing in your lift stations and wet wells keeps rags and wipes moving so pumps can more easily do their job. It reduces H2S and odors, and lessens corrosion. In addition, the layer of FOG is minimized which lengthens time between cleanings.
✓ **Simple**: Everything you need is in the box. Mixer, chain, air unit and hose. These mixers are easily installed.

**AP500 Special Features**
- Small - only needs a 14” hole for installation
- 316 stainless steel
- Can be operated dry with no damage to the unit
- Mixes to depths of up to 10 ft
- Portable
- No moving parts

**A Satisfied Customer**

“The AP500 units have eliminated clogging in our wet wells by keeping grease and debris from building up on float controls and other mechanisms. Odors have also been noticeably reduced since installing!”

Neal Monroe
City of Griffin
Assistant Superintendent – Water/Wastewater
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